Teen Librarian Reading Recommendations

Summer 2023
Morgan Strand, Nyack Library
Katrina Hohlfeld, Valley Cottage Library

Grades 9+

_Blood Debts_ by Terry J. Benton-Walker (Fantasy)

_Chaos Theory_ by Nic Stone (Romance)

_Fairest of All: A Villains Graphic Novel_ by Serena Valentino (Fantasy/Graphic Novel)

_Highly Suspicious and Unfairly Cute_ by Talia Hibbert (Romance)

_Imogen, Obviously_ by Becky Albertalli (Romantic Comedy)

_Imposter Syndrome and Other Confessions of Alejandra Kim_ by Patricia Park (Realistic Fiction)

_Lying in the Deep_ by Diana Urban (Mystery/Thriller)

_Miles Morales: SpiderMan_ by Jason Reynolds (Superhero Fiction)

_The Next New Syrian Girl_ by Ream Shukairy (Realistic Fiction)

_Nightbirds_ by Kate J. Armstrong (Fantasy)

_Opening My Eyes Underwater: Essays on Hope, Humanity, and Our Hero Michelle Obama_ by Ashley Woodfolk (Nonfiction)

_Promise Boys_ by Nick Brooks (Mystery)

_She is a Haunting_ by Thanh Trang Tran (Horror)

_Silver in the Bone_ by Alexandra Bracken (Fantasy)

_Song of Silver, Flame Like Night_ by Amelie Wen Zho (Fantasy)

_Throwback_ by Maureen Goo (Contemporary/Time Travel)

_Victory. Stand! Raising My Fist for Justice_ by Tommie Smith (Graphic Memoir)

_Warrior Girl Unearthed_ by Angeline Boulley (Mystery/Thriller)

_We Are All So Good at Smiling_ by Amber McBride (Verse Novel)